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noiMUJXA-KY CADET COLONEL — Smiling Marilyn Needham of 
Theta Upsilon is crowned Cadet Colonel of the UNH  Military Arts Ball. Major 
General Charles F. Bowen, retiring Adjudant General of the state of New 
Hampshire places the crown on her head. At the right, Pres. Robert F. Chand­
ler, Jr. waits to present a gift to the Cadet Colonel’s aides, Ruth Granston of 
Alpha Chi and Betty Crowe of Phi Mu. After marching under the crossed 
blades of the Scabbard and Blade members, the queen “dubbed” the new 
initiates of the honorary military society.
Growing Sorority
Membership of Kappa Delta 
Increases With New Pledges
By Shirley Morgan
P a n h e l le n ic  C o u n c il h a s  a n n o u n c e d  th e  re -c o lo n iz a tio n  of th e  
Alpha Sigma chapter of Kappa Delta here with the addition of an 
entirely new group.
Mrs. Elizabeth Moeller, national secretary, came to this campus 
soon after the semester began and, working with the Panhellenic 
council, began the task of re-organizing. She talked to dozens of 
non-sorority girls and found out who was interested in  the project. 
The result was that a group of girls were pledged to Kappa Delta 
on Dec. 1. Informal pledge classes were held so that the new mem­
bers would be ready for initiation on Dec. 15.
Miss Ann Darsey, also a national secre­
tary of Kappa Delta, is staying at the 





Mask and Dagger has announced a 
change in plans for the carnival play 
and has completed casting for the new 
show. The play will be “ Mr. Barry’s 
E tchings” and is a comedy concerning 
the activities of Mr. Barry and his 
printing of a fifty dollar bill which is 
so good that it completely fools the 
government. Although he has done it 
just for amusement he soon finds him­
self forced to use it to finance several 
philanthropic projects.
Eventually this attracts the attention 
of the government and a T-m an is sent 
to investigate. He is assisted by a 
beautiful but dumb partner who man­
ages to get the two into many scrapes.
The complete cast has Don Hamel 
as Mr. Barry, the leading part, Pris 
Flagg as Mrs. Taylor, his sister, and 
Nancy H olt as Evelyn, his niece. Other 
characters are Dave Lord as Crosby, 
the T-man, Ruth Granston as Daisy, 
his assistant, Tom Rand as Marvin, a 
young snob, Gil Gillette as Jordan, the 
young mayor, Evi Grottewit as “ F ifty” 
Ferris, a female counterfeiter, Cliff 
Richter as “Sawbuck San”, her right 
hand man, Howard W ilfert as P lun­
kett, a movie producer, David Culton 
as Bud, a fourteen year old boy, Jean 
Kennett as Mrs. Griswold, the under­
taker’s wife, and Ann Danforth as 
Carrie, a town socialite.
Official Notices
A ll i tu d e n ts  a re  responsib le  for know ledge 
of n o tices  appearing  here .
Graduate Scholarships. Announce­
ments of graduate scholarships at uni­
versities throughout the country are 
posted, as received, on the bulletin 
board in Room 110, Thompson Hall. 
After being removed from the bulletin 
board, these announcements are kept 
on file. The files may be examined 
upon application to Dean Moss in 
Thompson 209.
Winter Carnival. Instead of the ten­
tative dates shown in the catalogue, 
the W inter Carnival will be held Feb. 
11-14. Classes will be over at 1 p.m. on 
Friday and resume on Monday, Feb. 
15, at 8 a.m.
New Officiers Elected
A t the present time the sorority is 
rushing upperclassmen. In addition to the 
eighteen new members, the house is re­
stricting their membership to a total of 
thirty girls. This will allow the house to 
rush again in Feb. in the regular fresh­
men season.
The new group have elected their own 
officers. President is Barbara Edwards; 
vice president, Shirley Rondow; record­
ing secretary, Marilyn Hambleton; cor­
responding secretary, Alice Chapman; 
treasurer, Janet Boisvert; social chair­
man, Judy Clock.
In addition, Peggy Curtis, Sally Town­
send, Charlotte Erickson, Ruth Fife, 
Joan Cadillac, Marilyn Crouch, Joenne 
Manor, Alice Chapman, Kathy Walker, 
Evie Grottewit, Jane Morse, and Carolyn 
Potter.
Plans For Additions
The new group entertained the pledges 
of the other sororities at a tea last Tues­
day.
Next semester, nine of the new girls 
and five of the previous members will live 
in the Strafford Avenue house with room 
for several dormitory residents to eat in. 
Because it is recognized that the present 
quarters are not large enough to accom­
modate the Kappa Delta’s, plans are being 
made to enlarge the living and dining 
rooms this summer. If the present experi­
ment is successful, a new house will be 
built in the near future. Miss Darsey 
spoke for the national sorority and local 
chapter when she said of the re-organi- 
zation, “We’re very optimistic.”
Lambda Chi, Sigma Beta Fined 
For Violating IFC  Rushing Rule
By Dave Proper
At its regular meeting last Monday night and a special meeting Tuesday evening, the Interfraterni­
ty Council imposed a fine of fifty dollars on Lam bda Chi and a fine of seventy-five dollars on Sigma 
Beta. The two fraternities were convicted of illegal rushing activities. The IFC ruling that freshmen 




Controversy over the five-day week 
was resolved by ddfeat at the univer­
sity senate by a vote of 48-19. The vote 
came after a twenty-minute discussion 
at the meeting Dec. 7.
All voting is done on an individual 
basis, so it is impossible to determine 
how individual departments voted.
Carleton Eldridge, president of Stu­
dent Senate, sent a letter containing 
Student Senate’s vote and recommen­
dation to the University Senate. I t was 
read and considered. The possibility of 
late afternoon and evening classes, con­
sequent crowding of schedules, and the 
detrimental effect that a five-day week 
would have on extra-curricular activi­
ties were among the factors considered.
Heated debate over the possibility of 
a five-day week for U N H  was carried 
on at the Rolling Ridge Conference 
earlier this fall. In a poll by The New 
Hampshire recently, professors inter­
viewed were opposed in the majority to 
the proposal, as has been borne out by 
the vote of the University Senate.
No WM
W M D R has gone off the air tem­
porarily because of technical difficul­
ties, Ibut will resume activities after 
Christmas vacation.
The difficulties came about as a re­
sult of an attem pt to boost the power 
of the station. Several tubes which were 
not immediately replacable became 
overloaded and blew out. Although it 
is possible for the station to resume 
broadcasting activities, at the present 
time it has been decided to conduct 
tests during what was formerly broad­
cast time.
W M D R will present a Christmas 
program on Friday afternoon Dec. 18 
but will not do any other broadcasting. 
This program will be on the air from 
3 to 5 p.m. and will feature Christmas 
readings and music.
W M DR will curtail their broadcast­
ing activities on Sunday nights. The 
reason given for this was that the Uni­
versity has decided to close T -H all on 
Sunday since the studentj»radio station 
is the only organization having any 
activities there on that day.
Prom Poll
The Band Committee for the 
Junior Prom  is conducting a house 
to house poll on campus to deter­
mine the general feeling of students 
concerning the Prom. The commit­
tee urges all house presidents to 
bring up these questions in meet­
ings.-'
1. W ould you prefer to have a big 
name band as in the past or a small­
er name band and a smaller admis­
sion fee?
2. W ould you prefer the Prom  
formal or semi-formal?
3.Did you or did you not like last 
year’s Prom  with two small bands 
playing alternatelyl?
The results should be sent to 
Dino Stavros at Lambda Chi.
At the fortnightly meeting of the IFC 
held at Phi Alpha with Jack P. Driscoll 
presiding as president of the IFC, the 
results of the investigation into the case 
of Lambda Chi Alpha were presented to 
the body. The original accusation had 
been leveled at the fraternity at the last 
meeting and the investigation confirmed 
the report.
The rule of the council regarding the 
entertainment of freshmen states that no 
freshman may be entertained in any cam­
pus fraternity during the period prior to 
rushing.
At recent meetings of IFC warnings 
were issued to fraternities that the rule 
was to be enforced, and this week the 
two accused fraternities were formally 
indicted.
Member fraternities of IFC are acting 
through the organization to both further 
the cause of fraternities on campus and 
to ensure fair practices among fraternities 
regarding such cases.
The Council headed by Jack P. Dris­
coll of SAE, met at Phi Alpha on Dec. 
14 and at SAE on Dec. 15 in a special 
postponed session to hear the case of 
Sigma Beta.
Activities concerning fraternity life are 
considered by the council and the rushing 
regulations to equalize practices through­
out campus are coordinated by the coun­
cil. In cases of violation the council sits 
as a judging board with the exception of 




A New Hampshire investigation of 
the sale of Student Directories, has re­
vealed that Jack P. Driscoll is selling 
them with the sanction of administration.
Two years ago Student Directories 
were given free to the staff and faculty 
of the University. Last year they were 
given out in the same way, with extras 
being sold to the students at twenty- 
five cents a copy.
Driscoll originated the idea of dis­
tributing the directories to a m ajority 
of the students. He went to the ad­
ministration with his plan and agreed 
to assume the risk of losing money. 
The administration passed the idea 
with the stipulation that this was to be 
an experiment. Sufficient directories 
were printed to supply about two- 
thirds of the students.
Driscoll distributes them with the 
help of an assistant who sells them in 
the various housing units. H is assistant 
collects a commission for each sale, 
leaving a small profit.
Because this is the first year that 
a large number of directories are avail­
able to the students, and since it is an 
experiment, they must be sold. If not* 
the arrangement will be discontinued. 
Directories are available at the hous­
ing units and in the^Durham stores.
Choir, Orchestra, Glee, Dance 
Clubs Blend For Xmas Concert
By Ellen Terry
The annual UN H Christmas concert opened last night with a 
carillon concert that set the mood as concert-goers filled New Ham p­
shire Hall to see a program featuring the music, physical education, 
art and English departments.
The orchestra, under the direction of Vincent Bleecker, led and 
the U N H  concert choir chimed in with the traditional curtain-raiser, 
Victor H erbert’s “Toyland”.
Kappa Sigma Crowns Mary 
Henderson Frat. Sweetheart
Mary Henderson of Theta U was 
crowned Kappa Sigma Sweetheart of 
U N H  at a party held at Kappa Sigma 
on Saturday, Dec. 12.
Miss Anderson was escorted by her 
financee, Sal Perra of Kappa Sigma. 
She is a senior in the college of liberal 
arts from Lansdowne, Pennsylvania.
The ceremony took place at 8:45. 
George Ford, president of the Beta 
chapter of Kappa Sigma performed the 
coronation duties.
The event took place as part of the 
annual Mil A rt Ball weekend festivities 
at which a sweetheart of Kappa Sig­
ma is chosen by ths fraternity.
Numerous fraternities held parties 
and dances on the Saturday following 
the Mil A rt Ball. The theme of Kappa 
Sigma’s party was Bavarian Rath- 
skillar with decorations in accord with 
this idea.
Present at the event as guests of the 
fraternity were Major and Mrs. Eu­
gene Kelley, Mr. and Mrs. Andy Moor- 
adian, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Monihan, 
Jack Bower, former U N H  football 
captain, and the honorable mayor, Dig­
ger O’Dell. Providing the music for 
the dance was Jimmy Pollock and his 
orchestra.
All Fraternity Rushing Suspended At UConn;
All rushing by fraternities at the 
University of Connecticut was sus­
pended yesterday as a result of a sud­
den ruling by the division of student 
personnel. According to Reuben B. 
Johnson, assistant director of the divi­
sion of student personnel in charge of 
mens affairs, the ruling will prohibit 
all organized and unorganized fraterni­
ty rushing until further notice.
The ruling was announced to John 
Curan, president of the Mediator, inter­
fraternity governing body, in a letter 
from Johnson dated Dec. 9. The letter 
stated the University has cancelled the 
fraternity rushing program because 
fraternities were violating University 
regulations that pertained to drinking 
alcoholic beverages.
In  an interview, Johnson reiterated
that the action was due to the fraterni­
ties’ “ failure to abide by University 
regulation with respect to the .use of 
alcoholic beverages in University resi­
dent halls.” This was the only “ essen­
tial reason” for the cancellation, he added, 
added.
Asked how long the cancellation 
would last, Johnson replied, “ W e have 
recommended we meet with the Medi­
ator after the Christmas recess and dis­
cuss the situation. W e will see then 
when the rushing program may be re­
sumed. ”
During the interview Johnson was 
asked if the Mediator had been warned 
of the division of student personnel’s 
action. H e said that there had been no 
direct warning, but that the house
presidents had been advised at a meet­
ing with him in Nov. that the Univer­
sity was aware of violations. He point­
ed out at that time tha t the rushing 
program would begin soon, and fraterni­
ties must recognize that these practices 
(drihking) are prohibited by the Uni- 
“versity.f
Continuing, he said the action was 
considered necessary after it appeared 
the fraternities were not assuming- the 
“willingness of recognizing this res­
ponsibility toward University regula­
tions.”
Queried as to whether Mediator 
would continue to handle violation cas­
es and what their power would be, 
Johnson stated, “ W e will discuss that 
with them .”
Based on “The Night Before Christ­
mas” theme, the various organizations 
split up their individual programs so that 
an _ effect of unity and variety was 
achieved.
The Concert Choir struck a religious 
note with Bach’s “O Rejoice”, Scarlotti’s 
“Exultate Deo” and Rechter’s “Kyrie 
Eloison”. Their second group, in a lighter 
vein, included a special arrangement of 
“Jingle Bells” and Fred Waring’s “The 
Night Before Christmas”.
The orchestra performed, among its 
numbers, the ‘Christmas Concerto” by 
Corelli, three dances from Tschaikowsky’s 
“Nutcracker Suite” including the Arabi­
an Dance, the Flute Dance, and the 
Chinese Dance, LeRoy Anderson’s “Sleigh 
Ride”, plus a “Fantasy on a Christmas 
Carol” by Eddie Madden, a senior in the 
UNH department of music 
The Men’s Glee Club, under Robert 
L. Garretson, rendered “Jesus, Joy of My 
Endeavor”, by Bach, “Heavenly Light” 
by Kopylow and “Ye Watchers and Ye 
Holy Ones”, a seventeenth*century Ger­
man carol. They also accompanied the 
Dance Club presentation.
Mr. Garretson stated that the Men’s 
Glee Club is planning a very active se­
mester to follow the Christmas concert 
and that anyone wishing to join the or­
ganization might see him at Ballard. The 
officers he listed as Robert Moore, presi­
dent; Richard Flood, vice president; Jul­
ius Butler, secretary-treasurer; librarian 
and accompanist, Donald Wood.
The Women’s Glee Club, under the di­
rection of Elaine Majchrzak, included 
among their numbers “Noel Nouvelet” 
with Wanda Plummer as soprano soloist 
“The Snow” by Edward Elgar, “The 
Glatz Folk Song”, and “How Far Is It 
To Bethlehem?”
The Dance Club performed an abstract 
dance created by Sylvia Masters of the 
UNH Women’s Physical Education De­
partment to the “Gloucestshire Wassail” 
sung by the Men’s Glee Club.
Mask and Dagger, besides supplying 
the technical crew for the concert, put on 
three tableaux arranged by Prof? J. D. 
Batcheller. They included “The Virgin 
and the Child”, “The Miracle of the 
Rose,” and “Sanctuary.”
The decorations for the Christmas Con- 
ert are under the directions of Mr. John 
Hatch and Mr. Karl Mohel, of the Arts 
Department assisted by Joan Messer, Jo­
anne Beaudoin, Catherine Robertson, Bar­
bara Trask, Duane Brown, and Stanley 
De Voyd, Students in the Arts Dept.
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A Letter Home
Dear M om :
I won’t be home for Christmas.
But please don’t worry yourself about it, be­
cause the Doc says I can get out of here inside of a 
week, if my x-rays turn out all right. If there’s 
nothing busted inside, I mean.
You probably read in the paper how it hap­
pened — I hope you didn’t worry too much when 
you saw it. I t  sure is a funny feeling, to see your­
self put down in a news story like that, just one 
more guy in a bunch of accident statistics. Funny, 
how different it is when I read about accidents in 
the paper now. Before, I just used to skim the 
first paragraph to see if it was anybody I knew, 
then skip the rest of it. But now that one of them 
was written about me, they seem a lo t_ different 
somehow, you know what I mean. I think, well, 
the guy in this story was going to school some­
where, or he was working somewhere — then 
w ham ! All his plans were busted to hell, and now 
he’s stretched out flat in a hospital bed some­
where, all bandaged up and wondering if the scars 
will show.
I ’ve been reading up on automobile accidents, 
ever since that big saw-toothed Buick came up out 
of nowhere, and I couldn’t turn out oi his way 
because the road was wet and I was going too fast. 
I t  seems that most accidents are caused by the 
drivers — going too fast, or sleepy, or something. 
I t ’s funny to think about — all those guys killed 
every year, and it’s mostly their own fault. Guys 
like Dick O’Dell, who was a sophorpore here at 
the University and a pretty nice guy -  only now 
he’s dead. You spend half your time planning for 
college and the work you’re going to do after you
get out of college — and then you drive too fast, 
and it’s all over.
Then there are the lucky ones. Like me, that 
get out of it with maybe just a small scar and a 
hospital bill. I was cutting things pretty close this 
year, and I ’m beginning to wonder if I can swing 
second semester with this thing hanging over me. 
Well, like the nurses tell me, I suppose I ’m lucky 
to be alive.
Now I ’ve started thinking back again. Every 
time I get on the subject of automobiles, I keep 
thinking about that accident. I t ’s something you 
can’t ever forget, Mom — how all of a sudden the 
car won’t do what you want it to do, and you 
just can’t believe it’s happening to you. All the 
thousands of miles that you’ve driven, and the car 
was always right there, right under control. Then 
something happens on one little corner, and it’s 
going sideways instead of frontways, and the 
steering-wheel is no good — and you feel as though 
you were somebody else, sitting back and watch­
ing that big Buick come at you with its mouth 
open, then feeling the car tearing apart and seeing 
the road tilt sideways in front of you. The funniest 
thing is that you don’t hear any noise, and that it 
all takes so long to happen. The clearest thing I 
remember is wishing that it would hurry up and 
happen.
Well, I didn’t mean to worry you about it 
happened, and I better close off now. Give my 
love to Dad, and tell him I should be back inside 
of a week, if everything goes all right.
Merry C hristm as!
Joe
And Mow Do You Feel About • * *
Universal Military Training?
By Dean W. Malott 
President, Cornell University
The problem of Universal Military Training calls for 
examination primarily from the point of view of the securi­
ty needs of the country, with some consideration for the 
effect on the lives of the young men of the nation — our 
greatest of natural resources. The timeliness of examina­
tion lies in the fact that the subject will again be before 
the country in the winter of 1953-1954, when a report is 
due from new presidential commission.
There are a number of questions which I hope the 
current commission of re-examination of this subject will 
cover.
In a day of highly scientific and technical war­
fare is it worth while to interrupt the orderly lives 
of all the young men of the nation for six months 
or so of basic training?
A third world war (if it should come) must obviously 
be largely a war of engineers, navigators, mathematicians, 
physicians, physicists, pilots, electronic scientists, logistic 
technicians, and a hundred other highly skilled specialists.
Yet UM T would interrupt or delay by millions of man- 
days the preparation of the young men of our colleges and 
universities in acquiring the necessary complicated skills 
for these tasks in order that everyone might participate 
in a vast military “boot camp, with the idea th^t a uni­
versal basic training is essential for the specialized skills 
of modern warfare,
Will it be necessary to require the loss of an 
entire academic year for the college or university 
student who must interrupt the preparation for his 
life’s objectives in order to serve for six months 
in UMT?
The program last before the American people urged six 
months’ basic training, followed by RO TC  or other special 
training programs. Colleges and universities, however, 
admit perhaps more than 90 per cent of their students in 
the autumn at the beginning of an academic year. The 
military, for obvious reasons, would wish to operate its 
camps on an all-year-load factor. The result is inevitable 
months of further delay before the young man, having dis­
charged his UM T obligations, can resume his civilian edu­
cation.
The military possibly is under the impression that the 
colleges and universities could increase the number of 
matriculation dates in the academic calendar. To do so, 
as demonstrated in W orld W ar II, would strain the finan­
cial, physical, and teaching facilities of the institutions of 
higher learning, and vast new resources would somehow 
have to be provided from somewhere to make such re­
adjustments feasible.
W asteful delay, therefore, for the male student is the 
only other alternative unless the military can manage to 
take care of those in the midst of academic life in two shifts 
of three summer months. This latter suggestion would 
probably pose as great difficulties for the military authori­
ties aS would the basic revision of civilian academic calen­
dars for college and university administrators.
Under UMT, what will happen to the college 
and university ROTC, Air ROTC, and Navy 
ROTC programs?
Reserve officers, trained in military techniques concom­
itantly with their liberal arts and civilian pro'fessonal edu­
cation, provided a great and distinguished group of officer 
leaders in W orld W ar II. Since the close of the conflict 
some of these programs have been greatly expanded.
There is much to be said for this joint training activity, 
where military discipline and training are obtained in the 
relatively normal enviroment of the civilian campus. Car­
ried on beyond the basic — often to parallel the profes­
sional civilian education — the military training thus has 
meaning without the frustration .of delay and uncertainty. 
The colleges and universities and many a commanding
A  noted educator discusses a touchy 
problem— Universal Military Training. Con­
densed from the Christian Science Monitor, 
the article poses questions facing Congress 
on the new UMT bill.
officer of an RO TC  unit have been proud of the joint en­
terprise of this collegiate training program.
But will the youth of the UMT not feel they 
have done their stint for Uncle Sam and stay away 
from further commitments involving two or three 
year of active service?
Those in the colleges and universities recall the reluc­
tance of the returning GI to re-enroll in a military pro­
gram. In the event of this same reaction, following UM T 
experience, where will the military obtain its reserve offi­
cers and those for active careers in the military which the 
RO TC programs have been designed to supply?
. . . There are of course, many other aspects ad­
vanced as pros and cons in the argument.
. . . U M T as a mass discipline of American youth is an 
argum ent sometimes advanced. Such values are not clear. 
W e in education saw at firsthand the difficulties of the 
G I’s, in some cases requiring months to solve,Un re-adjust- 
ing to a world where they made their own decisions, and 
exercised their own initiative, in returning from that mili­
tary world where initiative often brought disciplinary 
penalties, and where doing what one was told so easily 
was transulated into the habitual policy of doing as little 
as possible.
There are those who put forward UM T as a great 
character-building experience. . . For most, the effects for 
good or ill are probably transient. Fundamental character 
is formed long before the age of UMT.
The whole problem is complicated, and the present state 
of American thinking is confused. I have posed the few 
foregoing questions. . . because they seem to me to be 
vital, as America makes up its multiple mind on this seri­
ous and difficult problem.
Not only is our defense against aggression involved: so, 
'too, is our internal way of life, our concept of education, 
pattern of the individual’s duty to his country, our financial 
structure, and our philosophy of national defense.
If UM T is the answer to the tormented dilemma of our 
responsibilities in a divided world, then forthright answers 
to these questions should be available to guide the think­
ing of the American people. If they are unanswerable ques­
tions, or if the material for reasoned answers is not yet 
available, perhaps we should continue to  rely upon a strong 
or even stronger, force in being, instead of placing such 
lg.rge emphasis on a,- six-month training program, with its 
subsequent periods of active or reserve status. Fundamen­
tal values are at stake for every American citizen.
Clarke Cautions Drivers
In  an exclusive statement to The New Hampshire, State 
Commissioner of Motor Vehicles Frederick N. Clarke this 
week added his note of warning to students who will be 
driving cars this Christman vacation.
“ It is imperative for each University driver to accept 
his responsibility and to do all ir^his power to drive with­
out accidents,” cautioned the Commissioner. “ Certain 
conditions ffiay exist during Christmas vacation period that 
will require the use of tire chains. I t is always advisable 
to pump the brakes, rather than jamming them on, which 
usually causes a dangerous skid.”
Commissioner Clarke commended The New Hampshire 
for continuing the annual crusade for safe holiday driv­
ing. “W e sincerely hope every University driver will have 
a fine vacation during the holiday period,” he stated, “ and 
above all — drive home safely and return to the campus 
after the holiday without experiencing unpleasantness.”
The Greatest Cause of Accidents —  YOU
— adapted from a cartoon by Robert Osborne
The Observer by Paul Wilson Sullivan
Verse for Christ
Out of Bethlehem he came, quietly.
By Capernaum’s fields, hot, in the 
Palestinian sun, he spoke to great 
crowffis of little people.
Christ— :in robe and sandles, by the 
shore of Galilee.
Egypt was behind now, and the chal­
lenge had been t h r o w n  down to 
Rome— :
“ Render to Caesar the things that 
are Caesar’s. . . ”
They listened.
And they killed him.
* * *
And all history has been a listening 
and a killing.
The Joans who went to the fire.
The slaughtered Jews and Poles of 
Europe.
The murdered people of Shanghai.
They all opposed tyrants, and in a 
final act of freedom, died. They turned 
away from what they believed to be 
wrong, and died.
W herever the spirit of Nazareth 
dwelled there was a turning, because 
Nazareth was a turning, a great fork 
in the road of man’s history. Against 
all dictators, temporal and spiritual, 
Christ stood up for the individual, 
against the suppression of the state, 
against the arrogant claims of those 
who stood between a man and his God.
I t was a turning that was to carry 
the world through days no less dark. 
For many have stood up since— : the 
Luthers, the Brunos, the Spinozas, the 
Lockes, the Gandhis, and the Wilsons. 
They were the heirs of Christ. They 
too, served us by revolting against us, 
reminding us of what we should be 
doing, reminding us of where we 
started.
* * *
W e forget where we started. W e for­
get that the freedom we now hold as
our right was once the gravest heresy, 
that a society of men inviolate in con­
science was possibly only through the 
devotion of those who preferred death 
to serfdom.
“ I will not recant!” The thrilling 
words of freedom, standing up against 
all the might of time and power .
But perhaps it has been easy to for­
get.
Much has happened since Christ met 
Peter at ,his fishing boats and united 
twelve men in the effort that gave a 
new birth to liberty. W ar has grown 
to hideous violence, a continuing trag­
edy in the lives of men whose allegi­
ance is sought by competing tyrannies. 
In the chaos and betrayal of 1953- 
it has been easy to forget Bethlehem.
W e have seen those serve Christ 
least who claim to serve him most.
W e have seen those who love their 
church more t^ian their God.
We have seen those mocked who 
take Christ at his word, when he com­
mands men not to kill, when he tells 
them to take their sickness to Him.
* * *
W e saw these things, and we turned 
away, because we thought them wrong, 
and blind, and sick. Some of us went 
on to newer prophets. Most of us 
stopped, sensing void in a civilization 
that seemed to run short. W e felt that 
the roots had dried up.
* * *
In a few hours we begin the Christ­
mas holidays. For at least two weeks 
we move in the bright lights of a 
great social feast. They will celebrate 
the birth of Christianity. To those of us 
afraid that this birth is close to death, 
the bright lights, the cheap commerce
(continued on page 7)
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IT COULD BE Y O U ! — These pictures dramatical­
ly show the results of two out of the 1,335,500 automobile 
accidents last year. This, the highest toll in the nation’s 
history, is the result of one major factor — driver failure. 
Statistics show that 98 percent of accidents involve 
vehicles in good mechanical conditions, 70 percent of
them were going straight ahead, and 74 percent happened 
in clear weather on dry roads. What’s left? — you, the 
driver. The greatest contributing factor to accidents was 
exceeding speed limits; the most common time for acci­
dents was late in the afternoon, when drivers were fa­
tigued or confused by twlight lighting conditions. In the
great majority of these cases, the accidents could have 
been prevented had the drivers driven more slowly . . . 
pulled off to the side of the road for a nap . . .  or simply 
driven more carefully. The State of New Hampshire has 
a safety slogan that if followed might keep your name 
off these lists of statistics: “Drive Carefully — The Life 
You Save May Be Your Own”.
M a r e t t ’ s
Gigantic Christmas Sale
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'Basic Needs' Stressed
Young Drivers Cautioned To Practice Safety 
By Mastering Emotions,Physical Security
By Chris Brehm
“ACCIDENT ON TR A FFIC  CIRCLE K ILLS FOUR, IN ­
JU R ES SIX : BOTH DRIV ERS U N D ER 25.” Headlines compar­
able to this are found every day in newspapers across the country. 
The climbing accident rate is not sectional — it’s nationwide. Dr. 
Lenin A. Baler, assistant professor of psychology has enumerated 
V hat he considers to be some of the personality and other factors 
contributing to the cause of these accidents.
Teenicide: A  New 
Word For American 
Motorists, Families
There is a new word in our language. 
That word is teenicide, and applies to 
the traffic deaths which are being piled 
up each year by young drivers, and 
applies to the actions of drivers in the 
15 to 24 age groups. As most college 
drivers fall within this age group, the 
facts about teenacide, and the reasons 
for the disproportionate number of acci­
dents listed under this category are not 
to be considered lightly.
According to a study made by a 
leading insurance company, of the acci­
dents occurring last year, 31 per cent 
were caused by drivers under 25 years 
of age. The survey further noted that 
the reasons for this are many, but the 
outstanding one would seem to be the 
disregard with which the teenagers 
hold rules of courtesy and traffic laws.
Compliance with traffic laws, and 
better motoring manners could^ cut 
down the rate of teenage accident 
fatalities sharply. According to Gordon 
Graham, Supervisor of Safety Educa­
tion in the Detroit public schools, one 
way in which steps could be taken to 
better prepare the teenage driver would 
be through a better program of driver 
education; in this way, the youthful 
driver would le a n  the road rules, and 
the reasons why safe driving is so im­
portant, as well as basic driving skills.
Lack of experience may be given as a 
contributing factor. The young driver 
does not have the years of practice behind 
him that the middle-aged person has ac­
quired. This may be partially compensated 
for in the faster reaction time of the 
younger driver. Dr. Baler points out that 
the driver is often too dependent on this 
rapid-reaction factor and does not drive 
as conscientiously as the mature person.
The desire of individuals to attain 
status among their fellows should be in­
cluded in this list. This desire for status 
is a normal one, found to some degree^ in 
every person, but its mode of expression 
varies. For some it comes in attempting 
to round a corner at 60 mph or in being 
a real “buddy” and taking the whole 
crowd home. This cuts down the driver’s 
vision, over-taxes the machine and crowds 
the driver — just a little!
Running parallel to this factor is an 
“unconscious or conscious desire to dis­
charge pent-up feelings toward authority.” 
This authority may come from two 
sources: the law and/or the parents. It is 
present in the form of patrol cars, traffic 
lights and “drive carefully, dear.” Dis­
obedience results from the_ necessity of 
compromising between desires and the 
demands of reality. Dr. Baler explains 
this as a sort of delayed reaction in that 
one refrains from doing personal injury 
to his parents and law officers, but re­
leases his anger when at the wheel.
People today, Dr. Baler feels, go out 
with the intention of doing everything in 
their power to have a good time. In some 
instances this calls for liquor, which has 
been proved to dull the senses of sight 
and touch, and to cut down the reaction 
time. As the sharpness of these senses 
decreases, the speed of the car increases 
and the result is too often disastrous.
Let's All Join In
'Popular Sport’ Gains Players 
A t Height of Vacation Season
By Bob Sampson
One of America’s most popular sports 
ran up a total score of 8,130,000 for all 
contestants last year. It was a big league 
sport financially, too; the total revenues 
ran to $3,750,000,000. The game was 
played in 53,800,000 places with 66,000,000 
players. This game, which is more popu­
lar with Americans than baseball, foot­
ball, and basketball together is called 
“jDeath on the Highway.” (You get 10 
points for killing ’em; five points for 
hurting ’em —■ just messing them up.)
As one of America’s fastest growing 
sports, the score will run higher this 
year than ever before, according to all 
observers.
Better Players At Christmas 
The Christmas season has traditionally 
been one of the most popular times for 
“Death.” Long nights, bad road condi­
tions, and more than the usual percentage 
of drunks, the nation’s best players, bring 
heightened excitement to the game. As 
UNH students will have numerous oppor­
tunities to engage in this popular sport 
over the holidays, The New Hampshire 
takes this opportunity to suggest some 
of the fine points of play which may have 
missed the attention of campus experts 
who have come through previous playing 
persons alive.
Good Playing Grounds 
As to playing areas, the state and 
nation have thoughtfully provided many 
thousand miles of highway equipped with 
every sort of hazard necessary to make
play interesting. U NH students are ad 
vised that curves and hills are some of 
the most difficult hazards, and offer 
hitherto unexplored possibilities for high 
score. We suggest this because in the past 
the best scores have been obtained on 
straight, level roads, which seems a waste 
of some of the best playing areas in the 
nation.
Old and out-of-condition automobiles are 
a great help in achieving high scores, but 
best results in the past have been obtained 
with cars in first class condition. Last 
year 97 percent of the cars involved in 
top-scoring accidents were in first class 
condition at the start of play, although 
none were after.
Generally recognized as contributing 
to the best scores are “floorboarding”, and 
as many good stiff drinks as time allows 
before starting out. “Floorboarding” not 
only adds to game totals, but keeps the 
driver in-formed right up to the end just 
what his car is good for; and drinking 
adds immeasureably to the self-confidence 
necessary in playing “death”. Supporting 
these conclusions are figures showing that 
high speed resulted in 35 percent of the 
best scores and drinking added another 
23 percent.
In contrast to most sports, the highway 
game does not require alertness. If you 
can work yourself into a state of exhaust­
ion before starting, your score will be 
much higher, — 60 percent of those who 
aided in making angels and those “other 
things” last year were asleep or fatigued.
In summation, Dr. Baler stated, “the 
higher accident rate is ultimately related 
to the attempt to attain satisfactory ad­
justment in respect to his basic needs. It 
seems -reasonable to state that the needs 
for emotional security, mastery and status 
end up being more important than the 
needs for physical security.”
Continuing, Dr. Baler said that he felt 
the driving schools in the high schools 
and colleges were highly successful in 
guiding these desires into less harmful 
veins. He mentioned quiet ways in which 
these schools are accomplishing the task. 
They include: 1) making the person
aware of the accident situation without 
trying to instill fear in him, 2) teaching 
the correct method of driving from the 
beginning, 3) active participation from 
the student, 4) immediate correction of 
mistakes while ’ they are still fresh in 
the learner’s mind. Contrasted to this 
method of instruction is learning with the 
parent. Here, the damage which may 
come to the car and riders becomes more 
important than the driving methods, and 
every parent is ego-involved with his 
child. When ego-involved, the parent likes
The 1952 Story In Brief
37,600 dealths and 2,090,000 injuries
It was the worst traffic toll in history.
609,410 casualties from speeding
Speed was the principal cause of accidents.
274,080 pedestrian casualties
The pedestrian record was eight per cent better than 1951. 
415,720 drivers under 25 in serious accidents
Young drivers were involved in almost 25 per cent of the year’s 
fatal accidents. /
Three out of four accidents involved passenger cars traveling
in clear weather on dry roads. ass
Nine out of ten vehicles in accidents were in apparently good 
condition before they crashed.
Eighty per cent of vehicles involved in fatal accidents were
traveling straight ahead.
Saturday was the most dangerous day of the week to drive.
If you drive, don’t drink.
If you drink, don’t drive.
Drive sanely — and enjoy the holidays.
to consider that what his child does is 
right and doesn’t need correction.
Improved highway conditions are also 
contributing to the fight against acci­
dents. Clover-leafs in place of direct in­
tersections, divided super highways^ and 
good lighting all contribute. They don’t en­
deavor to force the driver to change his 
driving habits, but let him keep them in 
safety to himself and others on the road.
C t a w iV '0* * '
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C A T - T A L E S
By Peter E. White
Lacrosse Men May Make Trip; 
Pappas "Iron Man" Gridder; 
Bevo Would Answer Problem
The University of New Ham pshire’s varsity lacrosse team will 
face eight opponents in a southern trip during the Spring vacation, 
it was rumored this week. Although the story has not yet been con­
firmed by University officials, the trip is reportedly the first of its 
kind ever undertaken by the lacrosse squad, coached by “W hoops” 
Snively . . . Rumor has it that the UN H stickmen will face Lafay­
ette, Penn, Swarthmore, Manhasset, and Adelphi among other oppon­
ents............
Pappas Sets Record
Dimunitive Billy Pappas, the M anchester Whiz-Kid, is fast 
becoming a legendary figure in modern UNH sports annals. Billy, 
who was recently named to the All-Yankee Conference grid team, 
is currently pacing the AYildcat hoopsters to four straight wins with 
a blazing 23-points a game average. On the very day he was named 
to the grid team, versatile W illiam set a new U N H  basketball scor­
ing record as the Cats edged out Bow- 
doin, 92-90, in a thriller at the latter’s 
home court. Blly poured in 34 points on 
13 baskets and eight foul conversions to 
set the new hoop record. This week, it was 
announced that Billy was the “iron man” 
of the last season’s football team, playing 
a total of 420 minutes. The nearest any
Aggie Basketball Schedule
The Ben Thompson School of Agri­
culture Basketball team at the Univer­
sity of New Hampshire will play a 12- 
game basketball slate opening on Jan.
9 against the Phillips Exeter Junior 
Varsity at Durham.
Other games during January:
Jan. 13 at Holderness 
Jan. 16 at Vt.' Aggies 
Jan. 19 at Sanborn Seminary 
Jan. 20 Tilton School J. V.
Jan. 23 Holderness School
other Wildcat gridder came to this play­
ing time was 280 minutes for sophomore 
center A1 Robichaud . . .
The Cats’ 92-90 win at Bowdoin was 
also a new hoop scoring record, and the 
hoopsters tied it last week with a 92-53 
win over impotent Lowell Textile . . . 
St. Anslem’s of Manchester, whom the 
Cats face later in the season in a  tradi­
tional contest, have won two of their 
first three games. The only loss suffered 
by the usually strong Anselmites was a 
68-64 decision to rangy Boston College. 
The Hawks from Manchester last week­
end defeated Providence colege in a thril­
ler, 70-69. Providence is the club that 
dropped an 89-87 decision to the fabulous 
Bevo Francis and his mates from Rio 
Grande at the Boston Garden two weeks 
ago. Bevo, the gangling 6-9 sophomore 
from the Ohio college which has gone ‘big- 
time this season, tied the Garden col- 
(continued on page 5)
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Arrows Way Out Front As 
Christmas Gift Favorites
Students heading home for a fast round of gift shop­
ping (and hinting) seem to be generally agreed: Arrows 
take all the work out of the hectic days before the 25th. 
They’re one gift that scores high with every guy. Big 
holiday selections at all Arrow dealers now.
A R R O W
» »
TRADE ®  MARK
SHIRTS • TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
JO H NNY PARKER, veteran scorer 
from Wells, Me., is currently the sec­
ond leading scorer on the varsity five 
with an average of 13.5 points a game. 
John has been one of the main cogs in 
the Wildcats hoop machine which has 
won four straight games.
Christmas is a time of giving 
take a life.
don’t
Football Jackets To Be 
Given By Student Body
A movement to raise approximately $800 to purchase jackets 
for members of the 1953 football team, co-champions of the Yankee 
Conference, was being organized this week by the two senior men’s 
honorary societies, Blue Key and Senior Skulls.
The announcement was made yesterday by Leighton Gilman 
and Tom Mullaney, respective presidents of the two organizations.'
Final plans and details for the campaign, which is scheduled 
to be held in January, have not yet been formulated but the project 
was expected to go through as one of the first combined projects of 
the two groups in recent years.
The plan has not yet received final okay from the Student Senate 
W elfare committee which now must action on all fund-raising
Frosh Numerals Awarded 
To 29 Yearling Grid Players
University of New Ham pshrie’s 
Athletic Council has approved the 
awarding of 29 sets of freshman num­
erals for the 1953 yearling football 
squad.
Numerals have been awarded Mich­
ael Alafat of Lebanon, Alton Amidon 
of Newport, Howard Amundsen of 
Winchester, Mass., Robert Andress of 
Beacon, N. Y., Roman Aquizap of 
Hampton, W illard Bodwell of Ken­
sington, Frank Capone of Portsm outh, 
Dominick Cerabona of Eliot, Me., Bar­
ry Clafin of Antrim, John Collins of 
Pawtucket, R. I., Lyman Curtis of 
Keene, Charles Deleo of Framingham, 
Mass., Richard George of Cranford, 
N. J., William Gregorios of Manches­
ter, Thomas Hollorn of Erie, Pa., 
Richard Kigrnan of New London, 
Norman LeClerc of Somersworth, W il­
liam Leonard of Longmeadow, Mass., 
Richard Lunetta of Boston, Andrew 
Mack of Londonderry, Francis Muri 
of Framingham, Mass., Kenneth Mac- 
Iver of Laconia, Raymond Reed of 
Andover, Mass., Gardner Robinson of 
Epping, John Sanborn of Exeter, Ira 
Schneider of Philadelphia, Andrew 
Shannon of Malden, Mass., Richard 
Smith of Banes, Oriente, Cuba, and 
Richard Spaulding of Portsmouth.
Managerial awards went to Donald 
Hanak, N. Y., Sheldon Sawyer, Jaffrey.
Great Bay Motor Co.
Your Local Chevrolet Dealer
SALES AND SERVICE
Newmarket, N. H.
When you p au se...m ake  it c o u n t...h a v e  a Coke
BOTTLED U N D ER  AUTHORITY O F  THE C O C A -C O L A  C O M P A N Y  BY
SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE, BOTTLING COM PANY
"C o k e " is a registered trade mark. i 1953, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
undertakings, but it is expected to be 
brought before the group, which is headed 
by Shirley Rondow, by the end of the 
week.
Coach Boston Grateful
As soon as members of the Department 
of Physical Education for Men were in­
formed of the plan, they immediately 
swung their support behind it and urged 
the students to support the drive to recog­
nize the football team which tied the Uni­
versity of Rhode Island for conference 
honors.
Head Coach Clarence E. “Chief” Bos­
ton said, ,“We of the University of New 
Hampshire football family are extremely 
grateful that members of the student body 
have proposed the award of special foot­
ball jackets for its conference champion­
ship football team. We have always felt 
that the football team is a part of, and 
belongs to, the student body. We feel it 
entirely fitting that this generous gesture 
of recognition should stem from this 
source.”
Committees Announced
Furthermore, Athletic Director Carl
H. Lundholm said, “It seems to me that 
our University, perhaps more than at most 
others, our athletic program serves two 
primary purposes. It provides opportunity 
for those who participate as members of 
athletic teams to dervice some very worth­
while values and satisfactions. It gives 
our students to occasionally recognize, 
through a special token of appreciation, 
unusual achievement on the part of our 
athletic teams.”
The two honorary societies, after ap­
proving the move, each appointed a com­
mittee of four members to work out de­
tails for the project. Blue Key members on 
the committee include Bob Potter, Bob 
Keefe, Marv Levins, and Tom Canavan, 
while the Senior Skulls committee con­
sists of Bill Gallagher, Bill Dustin, Jim 
Keogh, and Jack Driscoll.
UNH All-Opponents Team
University of New Ham pshire’s foot­
ball players, voting at their annual 
squad dinner, named 12 players from 
six teams to their 1953 All-Opponents 
team.
They were: Ends, Luciani of Conn., 
and Serpico of Delaware; tackles, 
Cunningham of Conn., gjjd Cianchette 
of Maine; guards, Golden, of Maine, 
Hoffman of St. Lawrence and Hall of 
Springfield; center. Small of Maine; 
Backs, Miller of Delaware, Abbruzzi 
of Rhode Island, Pina of Rhode Island, 
and Amendola of Connecticut.
Keep the wind shield clear at all times 
Do not allow ice and snow to accumulat< 
on windows, especially on rear windows, 
Carry an ice scraper to clear off ice anc 
snow that cannot be removed by wind­
shield wiper.
LIBERAL C O M M ISS IO N S  for spare 
time work. Junior or sophmore 
wanted to act as campus agent for 
popular line of beer mugs and 
party favors. Write Ardyth Arts, 
Box 872, Hanover, New Hampshire.
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Varsity Quintet Notches 
Fifth Straight Victory
By Tom Kirkbride
Bob K err’s basketball W ildcats made it five in a row without 
a setback Tuesday evening, as they dumped the M IT Engineers 
83-71, in their final home appearance before the Christmas holidays. 
The Blue and W hite won its fourth consecutive game a week ago 
Wednesday, when the locals set a new field house record and tied 
the all-time New Hampshire output for one game, as they humbled 
Lowell Tech. Institute, 92-53.
The Cats play their first two games of the new year away from 
home before returning to the Durham boards for a contest with the 
Dartm outh Indians Monday evening, Jan< 11.
Pappas Leads Scorers 
Billy Pappas led the UNH scorers as 
usual in the Lowell game, scoring 21 
markers in three and one-half periods. 
The visitors floored an extremely green 
team, with the result that coach Kerr was 
able to clear his bench, thereby enabling 
every man on the squad to contribute to 
the scoring. The Cats also tied a scoring 
mark hung up against Bowdoin at Bruns­
wick in the first game of the season for 
both New Hampshire and Bowdoin, when 
the Kerrs edged the Polar Bears, 92-90. 
Two other Wildcats, Johnny Parker and 
Ted Trudel, scored in the double figures, 
netting 16 and 10 points, respectively. For 
the losers, Ed Horowwitz scored * 10 
points.
Sophomore Ken Emery, whose back­
board work has looked better in each 
outing, teamed with Teddy Trudel, Bobby 
Michel, and Billy Pappas to bring the 
Cats to a 22-9 first-period advantage, 
which they never relinquished. The locals 
widened the gap in the second frame, and 
walked off the court at half-time with a 
29-point advantage, 51-22.
Kerr Clears Bench
Ke’rr lifted elements of the first team 
throughout the second half, and took high- 
scoring Pappas out for the evening after 
the fourth period had begun. As a matter 
of pure fact, onlookers in the Dec. 9 
affair came away positive that the score 
could have gone well beyond the triple­
digit mark, had coach Kerr so desired. 
But he wisely decided to give his bench 
the playing opportunity it needed.
Going into Tuesday night’s game, the 
Cats had outscored the opposition 326 
points to 266, for a per-game average of 
81-5 points. Billy Pappas leads the scorers
Varsity Trackmen Report To 
Sweet; Nine Lettermen Out
Thirty-one varsity tracksters have 
reported for practice this week to Uni­
versity of New Hampshire coach Paul 
Sweet, led by Captain A1 Carlsen of 
Braintree, Mass.
Sweet has nine lettermen returning 
this year, as well as seven who earned 
numerals for their performances on the 
freshman team of last season.
Last season U N H  defeated Bates, 
Bowdoin, University of Maine, Univer­
sity of Massachusetts, and M IT, while 
losing to Tufts.
The varsity will meet only five teams 
this season, having dropped Bowdoin 
from the schedule.
Returning Lettermen
The returning lettermen include Ber­
nard Campbell, Ham pton; Capt. A1 
Carlsen, Braintree, Mass.; Ronald 
Guittarr, W atertown, Mass.j George 
Holbrook, W est Swanzey; W arren 
Lyon, Peterborough; Robert Potter, 
Gorham; Mai Purrington, W eare; Ed­
ward'Roy, Amesbury, Mass.; and John 
Reuter, Manchester.
Among those who earned numerals 
are Jere Beckman, Long Beach, Calif.; 
George Church, Hanover; Franklin 
Danehy, Arlington, Mass.; John Fish, 
East Jaffrey; Peter Hood, Concord; 
James Hastings, Nashua; and Donald 
Vedeler, Durham.
The remainder of the squad includes 
Edgar Caldwell, D erry; Donald Cran­
dall, Dover; Armand Desruisseaux, 
M anchester; John Dodge, Exeter; Carl 
Goldblatt, Nashua: Carl Inggelstrom, 
Greenfield; Thomas Johnson, Contoo- 
cook; Leo Lambert, ,Berlin; Richard 
ert Madden, D erry; Albert Nault, 
MacFarland, Swampscott, Mass.; Rob- 
Manchester; Leo Palmer, Braintree, 
Mass.; Gordon Penney, Gorham; 
Frank Pinney, Portsm outh; and Rus­
sell Williams, Bedford Hills, N. Y .
Need A  Haircut?
UNIVERSITY 
BARBER SHOP
B R O D H E A D  F O R D  S A L E S
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Guaranteed Protection!
a*uf> u A e d  c a b  . . .
purchased at BRODHEAD'S between this date and 
March 1, 1954 will be worth within $95 of its pur­
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1954 for a later model used car o*n a '54 Ford. Just 
think, one year's depreciation cannot be over $95!
Buy Now! You can*t beat this protection!
Coil ok dee . . .
BRODHEAD FORD SALES
Washington Street Dover, N. H. Tel. 2340
We will appreciate your patronage.
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Grid Letters Awarded 
To 2 9  Varsity Players
University of New Hampshires 
Athletic Council has approved the a- 
warding of 29 varsity football letters 
to members of the Yankee Conference 
co-champions of 1953 who won six of 
their eight games.
Nine letters went to seniors, includ­
ing those to Co-Captains George P. 
Munsey, I II , of Laconia and Joseph 
Regis of Peabody, Mass., John Patrick 
Driscoll of Somerville, Mass., James 
Keogh of Malden, Mass., Thomas Can- 
avan of Wakefield, Mass., John Burke 
of Peabody, Mass., Paul Amico of 
Winchester, Mass., Donald Kelliher of 
Malden, Mass., and William Colella of 
Revere, Mass.
The 20 juniors and sophomores win­
ning letters were Paul Ashnault of 
North Conway, Chrles Caramihalis of 
Sanford, Me., Marcel Couture of Som­
ers worth, Philip Decelle of W are, 
Mass., William Geoffrion of Laconia, 
Alan Girroir of Amesbury, Mass., 
Richard^ Gleason of Wellesley, Mass., 
Malcolm Kimball of Newton Junction, 
William Pappas of Manchester, Ste­
phen Mazur of Franklin, Joel McKoan 
of Dover, Edward Murphy of Nahant, 
Mass., Gerald O ’Neil of Gloucester, 
Mass., Charles Robichaud of Franklin, 
Neil Serpico of Biddeford, Me., Charles 
Sowerby of Keene, Richard Tomasi of 
Barre, Vt., A rthur Valicenti of W ey­
mouth, Mass., Horace Verry of Keene, 
and Orien Walker, Jr., of Portsmouth.
Gene A. Reeves of Franklin won a 
managerial award.
with a 23-point per-game average, having 
scored 92 points, and Johnny Parker is 
in the runner-up spot, with 54 points and 
a 13.5 average.
Pleasant surprises thus far have been 
the performances of Ted Trudel and Bab 
Michel. Ted has averaged 11 points a con­
test, and Michel 10.5. If these two lads 
can continue to produce, the Cats may 
have more than a fighting chance against 
the teams with the “horses,” i.e., Rhode 
Island, Connecticut, Dartmouth, and B.U.
Cat Tales . . .
(continued from page 4)
legiate scoring record of 41 points in his 
only New England appearance. He dunked 
in 13 baskets and 15 from the foul line to 
walk away with the honors for the night.
Bevo has a nice turn-around, jump shot, 
a better-than-average shooting percent­
age, and is real deadly from the foul 
line, but was otherwise unimpressive in 
his Boston debut. He doesn’t rebound; he 
doesn’t hook; he doesn’t pass o-ff from 
the pivot; he isn’t aggressive. Perhaps 
he can’t afford to do any of these things 
without Bevo, Rio Grande would be noth­
ing. But the lad can shoot, and 
ing. But the lad can shoot, and perhaps 
with a pair of guards who could get the 
ball into him at the pivot, the big boy 
will continue to be phenomenal as a scorer
Toughest To Come
But the toughest competition is yet to 
to come. In eight days, from Jan. 6 to 13, 
New Hampshire plays Connecticut and 
Springfield away, and Rhode Island and 
Dartmouth in Durham. The Dartmouth, 
Rhody, and UConn games come within a 
five-day framework, which might well 
prove an exhausting proposition for the 
Durhamites. But the Cats have won five 
out of five at this writing, a good feat in 
anyone’s mind.
for the next three years. Development of 
a little diversity in his shots would aid 
Bevo when he plays against men his own 
size. But who are we to criticize a guy 
who averaged 50 points a game in 39 
contests last winter? He sure would be 
the solution to Coach Bob Kerr’s height 
problem. And how! . . .
Four UNH gridders have been named 
to the St. Lawrence university All-Op­
ponents team. The Larriers, who dropped 
a 34-0 decision to the Wildcats this fall 
at Cowell stadium, selected end Steve 
Mazur, quarterback Billy Pappas, tackle 
Dick Tomasi, and guard Paul Ashnault 
on the team. Another outstanding choice 
of the Larry players was fullback Sowerby.
Dick Gleason was the leading ground- 
gainer for the Wildcats last season. Dick 
picked up 278 yards in 47 carries for a 
5.9 average. Ziggy Serpico placed second 
to Gleason with a 4.0 average in yards 
gained. Billy Pappas completed 37 of 90 
passes for 427 yards to lead the Wildcat 
passers.. In pass receiving, Steve Mazur 
led the field with 10 catches for 120 yards. 
Mai Kimball was second with seven 
passes for 79 yards. Pappas was the total 
offense leader with 413 yards in 126 
plays, with Gleason runner-up with 278 
yards in 47 plays! .
Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year from the Sports Department!




Wonderful Gift for *.
* ANY Picture Taker...
The Wildcat
Durham, New Hampshire
It took a lot of engineering to 
make a better "grasshopper”
Engineers at Western Electric’s St. Paul 
Shops are well pleased with their new-style 
“grasshopper” fuse—a small fuse used in 
Bell telephone central office equipment. 
The former model — in production for 
^ears—had been gradually refined ’til it 
seemed almost beyond further improve­
ment. It was simple, inexpensive, efficient, 
• came off the line fast. B u t . . .
It’s an old Western Electric engineering 
custom to keep trying to make Bell tele­
phone equipment still better, at still lower 
cost. The “grasshopper” was studied by 
a young engineer out of the University of 
Minnesota, Class of ’40, who joined the 
Company in 1946. His studies indicated 
the most effective way to improve effi­
ciency and cut costs further was to change 
the design.
Pursuing this lead the engineer and his 
group saw their opportunity to make an 
important contribution. They investiga­
ted the latest tooling techniques, new 
metals, finishing materials and methods, 
all of which are constantly under study 
by engineers at Western Electric plants. A 
simplified design, which permitted the use 
of the most modern tooling methods, re­
sulted in a better fuse at lower cost that 
is saving thousands of dollars a year for 
Bell telephone companies.
There’s an endless stream of such challeng­
ing assignments at Western Electric. 
Engineers of varied skills — mechanical, 
electrical, civil, chemical, metallurgical— 
find real satisfaction in working together on 
the important job of providing equipment 
for the best telephone service on earth.
How the grasshopper 
fuse works
Small fuses like this are used by the millions 
to protect certain telephone central office cir­
cuits against current overloads. Odd in appear­
ance, the fuse is called the “grasshopper” be­
cause of its spring which is released when the 
fuse blows, displaying an indicator “flag” in 
open view and tripping an alarm so the trouble 
can be spotted and corrected at once.
NEW DESIGN
ONE-PIECE  FORMED SP R ING W ITH I N D I ­
CATING F L A G - M A D E  BY STANDARD PUNCH 
PRESS  METHODS.
F IB RE  STR IP  SPRAYED  W ITH  COLORED 
LACQUER FOR CODE IDENT IF ICAT IO N.
IND ICATOR SP R ING HELD BY AND STAKED  
TO FLAT T E R M IN A L - S O L D E R IN G  E L I M I - ,  
NATED.
PRE-F0RMED RAD IAL BEND IS  NOT VUL­
NERABLE  TO DEFORMATION BY IMPROPER  




• Engineer and punch press operator check production of 
parts for newly designed grasshopper fuse.
A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882
P A G E  SIX
\
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McLaughlin Collection7
Pettee Hall Glassware Display 
Is G ift of Retired Professor
By Joan Day
On the second floor of Pettee Hall, there is a large glass case, 
filled with an imposing array of glassware. This glassware is part 
of a gift made to the University of New Hampshire by Mrs. Helen 
McLaughlin, the former head of the department of home economics. 
Mrs. McLaughlin retired from her position last year as a result of 
poor health, and is now living on Faculty Road.
She has traveled extensively in 25' 
countries, and throughout the U. S., 
especially New England. Over a period 
of 20 years she acquired at auctions and 
other places, an immense collection of 
glassware which was representative of the 
types used in the homes of our colonial 
forefathers. Some of the pieces date back 
as far s*s 1750.
Most of this glassware was brought 
over from Europe, particularly England, 
and distributed throughout New England 




S ta te s
Style Shop
444 Central Ave. Dover, N. H.
grandfather, who owned a shipping busi­
ness in Liverpool was responsible for the 
arrival of some glassware in the New 
World.
Not all glassware was imported. A 
few factories were founded here, in such 
places as Sandwich, Mass., producer of 
the famous Sandwich ware. Workers in 
these factories sometimes used left-over 
bits of glass to make original designs in 
their spare time.
Mrs. McLaughlin has given a total of 
over 200 pieces of glassware to the Uni­
versity. As for the value, she says that 
to her the value does not lie in the actual 
worth of the glass itself, but only in so 
far as it is representative of past New 
England culture.
Going, Going, Gone
Pinnings: Judy Gould, Sawyer, to 
Gordon Kaplan, Phi Alpha; Nancy 
Roope, Paul Smith’s College, Geneva, 
N. Y., to Bob Lerandeau, Acacia.
Engagements: Reggie Einstein, So. 
Congreve, to Ernest Clark, Hetzel; 
Ruth Roberts, So. Congreve, to Bill 
Schenk, Faculty-M ath Dept.
CENTRAL HOBBY SHOP
HOBBY SPECIALISTS
TRAINS -  PLANES -  SHIPS 
266 Central Avenue Dover, N.H.
DOVER, N. H. PHONE 420
Thurs. Dec. 17
STORY OF THREE LOVES
Leslie Caron Kirt Douglas 
Plus
GHOST SHIP
HERE COME THE GIRLS
Bob Hope
CHRISTMAS DAY
THREE SAILORS AND A  
GIRL
Jane Powell Gordon MacRae
Fri.-Sat. Dec. 18-19
THE JOE LOUIS STORY
Coley Wallace Big New Year's Eve Show




Barbara Stanwyck Fred MacMurray 
ALSO C O M IN G  SO O N
HONDO
John W ayne
STUDENTS -  WATCH FOR
KISS ME KATE
Kathryn Grayson 
coming just after vacation
Best Wishes for a Merry Christmas and 
A  Happy New Year from the STRAND
One-Act Play Trio 
Features Triple Cast, 
Variety of Subject
Dramatic W orkshop will present 
three one-act plays in New Hampshire 
Hall on Jan. 14 and 15. This year’s 
production includes a classic, a roman­
tic comedy, and a light comedy.
“Trifles” by Susan Glaspell, has its 
setting on a mid-western farm. It has 
been rated by critics as one of “ the 
best one-act plays w ritten.” Included 
in the cast are: Carlton Chamberlain 
as the County Attorney; Robin Bon- 
neau, Sheriff Peters; Leo Blood, Mr. 
Hale; Jean Abdelhak, Mrs. Peters; 
Germaine Quirk, Mrs. Hale.
Following this work on the program 
will be Oscar Firkins’ romantic com­
edy, “Turnpikes to Arcady.” It is one 
of a series of plays about literary fig­
ures. This one portrays part of the 
life of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, 
who is played by Nancy Evan^, Others 
in the cast include: William Bradley 
portraying Robert Browning; Valarie 
Wilcox, Wilson; Bruce Dick, Filippo 
Righi. I t takes place at the time the 
Brownings were touring Italy.
The third play of the series is a 
humorous interlude of Henry V III  and 
his last wife. ‘.‘Catherine P a rr”, by 
Maurice Bearing, has a cast made up 
of Leo Blood, playing Henry V III ; 
Patricia Gonyer, Catherine P arr; Janet 
Towle, the Page.
Director of the plays is Mr. J. Don­
ald Batcheller of the English depart­
ment, and Mr. Alec Finlayson, also of 
the English department, is technical 
director of the production.
Eog lights are recommended but should 
have a beam with a sharp vertical cut­
off (no light above the horizon) to re­
duce back-reflection. Fog light should be 
mounted as low as possible and should 
have clear lenses.
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9 a.m.—4 p.m. 
Room  206, N ew  Ham pshire Hall
#  — The Reader Writes
All le tte rs  to  the  ed ito r  m ust be signed by the w riter, m ust be u n d e r 300 w ords in  leng th , 
and m ust be received  by th e  Sunday n igh t p reced ing  pub lica tio n .
To the Editor:
Today more than ever, America is 
facing a crisis on a world wide scale. 
One way of combating this crisis 
would be to place better qualified men 
in government affairs. A more effective 
way would be to educate the youth of 
America, so when it is their time to 
lead, they will be more mature men and 
women aware of the existing problems 
surrounding them.
American universities are falling 
short of this objective. The typical col­
lege student is primarily interested in 
social life and exemption from the 
draft. The Arts which are instrumental 
in making man more aware of the 
spiritual and aesthetic things in life are 




On Dec. 5 the Panhellenic Council 
held a workshop to discuss spring 
rushing. Changes that were considered 
were passed at the regular council 
meeting on Dec. 7 and are as follows:
1. Day of silence and day of with­
drawal were combined for fall rushing.
2. Conclusive parties were moved up 
a night which means parties will be 
held on Friday evening to provide 
more free time for the preparation of 
stunt night.
3. There will be no talking to rush- 
ees on day of silence.
4. The February 19 open house will 
be without invitation.
5. Compulsory open houses will go 
into effect.
6. Panhellenic Council will take new 
duties of the Almuni Council as far 
as counciling, sign up, day of with­
drawal, and preferences are' concerned. 
The alumni will assemble bids, how­
ever.
7. There will be no compulsory 
counciling.
8. A minimum for a final list is 1J4 
times a house’s quota. Failure to in­
clude this minimum will revoke the 
privilege of open rushing without 
special permission.
Serving Chinese-American Food 
OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 A.M. 
Orders To Take Out
SUN-SUN RESTAURANT
513 Central Ave. Dover
CO LO N IAL PORTSMOUTH TEL. 847
NO W  thru SAT. DEC. 19 
In colo'r! Victor Mature
THE VEILS OF BAGDAD
PLUS! In color! GLENN FORD 
"M A N  FROM THE ALAM O "
5 DAYS! SUN. thru THURS.! 
December 20 thru 24
ABBOTT AN D  COSTELLO MEET 
DR. JEKYLL AN D  MR. HYDE
Co-Hit! "BACK TO GO D 'S COUNTRY" 
with ROCK HUDSON In color!
Does the student body of U N H  part­
icipate in the cultural opportunities 
offered by the college? I am taking the 
stand they do not. My reasons are as 
follows: ( l)  Two weeks ago when I 
attended the Sunday evening classical 
hour a t the Notch, seven students out 
of a student body of three thousand 
attended; (2) Fraternities and sorori­
ties play the important social role on 
this campus; (3) The reserve book 
room of the library and Arts division 
are closed on Saturday whenever there 
is an important sports event. I t is ob­
vious that if they were used sufficiently 
they would remain open: (4) At the 
coffee hour it is evident that the major­
ity of students who are able to attend 
do not; (5) Ther'e is a general con­
tempt for individuals who are intellec­
tually active on this campus. “ O dd”, I 
believe is the word.
The admissions director should make 
an effort to discover if a student is in­
tellectually creative along with con­
sidering merely his academic rating.
If the student realizes how import­
ant the arts are to his social progress 
and personal happiness he would know 
the value of these activities and there­
fore participate in them  to a greater 
extent.
/ s /  Ruth Miller ’57
E. M. LOEW'S






M AIN  ST. TO BROADWAY
—  PLU S —
Marjorie Main Howard Keel









AFFAIR OF DOBIE GILLIS
, Debbie Reynolds
Sun.-Wed. Dec. 27-30





_________ W AR PAINT__________




in color and 3-D
U P T O W N  T H E A T R E
_______________DOVER, NEW  HAMPSHIRE_______________
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year form 
the Management of the UPTOWN
Thurs. Dec. 17
TERROR O N  A  TRAIN
Glen Ford Anne Vernon 
THE LAST OUTPOST
Rhonda Flemming Ronald Reagan
Sun.-Tues. Dec. 27-29
WALKING MY BABY BACK 
HOME
Donald O 'Conner Janet Leigh
Wed.-Thurs. Dec. 30-31
CHINA VENTURE
Edmund O'Brien Barry Sullivan 
PETER PAN
Fri.-Sat. Dec. 18-19
M ISSION  OVER KOREA
John Hodiak John Derek 
PACK TRAIN
Gene Autry Fri.-Sat. Jan. 1-2
C O W  COUNTRY
Edmund O'Brien 
SAFARI DRUMS
Johnny Cheffield as Bomba
Sun.-Mon. Dec. 20-21
SEA OF LOST SHIPS





ESCAPE FROM FORT 
BRAVO
William Holden Eleanor Parker 
John Forsythe
Wed.-Thurs. Dec. 23-24
SUBMARINE COM M AND
William Holden Nancy Olson 
FLAMING FEATHER
Sterling Hayden Arlene Whelan
Wed.-Thurs. Jan. 6-7
BATCHELOR AND BOBBY- 
SOXER
Cary Grant Myrna Loy 
Shirley Temple 
BATCHELOR MOTHER
Ginger Rogers David Niven
Fri.-Sat. Dec. 25-26




Gala New Year's Eve Midnight Show
Ava Gardner PARIS MODELS Ciarl< Gab,e
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Deserts T-Hall
Alumni House Addition Makes 
Room For More Records, Aids
The new extension on the Alumni House indicates a healthy 
growth in the activities of the Alumni Association, according to 
Mr. William Prince, University Alumni Secretary.
The new addition to the building will be used to house the 
Alumni records.
Graphotype and addressograph
'All-Aggie Day' Is Planned 
For April By Aggie Clubs
The Aggie Clubs on campus are 
making tentative plans for an All-Ag- 
gie-Day' to be held on a Saturday in 
April. The actual date is as yet, not 
known. Activities and displays are 
scheduled for the entire day. One of 
these is the New Ham pshire Royale, 
a fitting and showmanship contest. 
Students are allowed to enter live­
stock in the shows, and they are judged 
on the basis of their ability^ to show 
the animal, not on the basis of the 
animal itself. ■ . . .
General chairman for the activities 
is Nick W adleigh of Putnam  Hall.
The events of the day will be climax­
ed by a dance to be held at the Notch. 
The dance will be sponsored by Alpha
Photos Featured In 
Arts Division Exhibit
An -exhibition of black and white photo­
graphs, the work of John Duncan, is on 
exhibition in the Art Division of the 
Hamilton-Smith Library. _ These photo­
graphs have been on exhibition since Dec. 
7 and will continue until Dec. 19.
Mr. Duncan is a resident of the sea 
coast region living in Madbury. He classi­
fies himself as “strictly an amateur”,_ al­
though his work exhibits those qualities 
of imagination, discrimination and fine 
craftsmanship inherent in much of̂  the 
work being done today. A professional 
photographer first roused Mr. Duncan s 
interest in photography.
Mr. Duncan is a graduate of the Uni­
versity of Oklahoma’s Department of 
Art. During World W ar II he spent three 
years in the South Pacific with a pho­
tography outfit.
(ADVERTISMENT)
Chance of a Lifetime!
Buy a ’53 Ford! Trade it for a like 
’54 Ford at no cost. Take advantage of 
the best allowances ever on ’53 Fords, 
plus an excellent chance of winning a 
’54 Ford by merely trading your ’53.
Odds are 1 to 23 or less. Only 23 new 
cars will be sold in month of December 
at Brodhead Ford Sales.
Each Dec. buyer’s name is put on a 
card and placed in a locked box at 
Brodhead Ford Sales. On Jan. 8, at 7 
p.m., one name will be drawn. That 
lucky person will get a ’54 car totally 
comparable to his ’53 by turning in his 
’53. (’53 car to be traded must be in its 
present condition. Normal wear and 
tear excepted.)
There will be no other cost!
All these ’53’s are brand new!
This offer is valid only at B R O D ­
H EA D  FO R D  SALES on W ashing­
ton St., Dover, N. H. For further infor­
mation call Dover-2340.
(ADVERTISMENT)
|      $
ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5 450 Central Ave.
and by Dover, N. H.
Appointment Over Newberry's 










Flowers for all occasions
! Corsages a Specialty
Phone 158
10 Third Street Dover, N. H.I
FOR A  COMPLETE LINE OF 
RECORDS and PLAYERS 
IN
ALL 3 SPEEDS 
J. E. Lothrop Co., Inc.
Franklin Square Dover
chines will also be installed. These are 
new machines and it will be the first time 
that the Alumni Association has had ma­
chines of its own. Previous to this the 
association has kept its records in T-Hall 
and has used the University equipment in 
sending out its mail.
16,000 Names
Their records consist of an alphabetical 
master file containing over 16,000 names 
and addresses, a file of addressograph 
plates arranged by classes, and another 
file of plates arranged by geographical 
districts. There is also a personal folder 
on each alumnus containing his school 
record and his accomplishments outside 
of college. Copies of the Granite dating 
from 1910 will also be kept in the new 
record room.
Zeta, honorary agricultural society. 
Awards and prizes for the contests 
held during the day will be announced 
at the dance.
The Observer . . .
(continued from page 2) 
will be difficult. But if we can take any­
thing warm and lasting home with us, 
and back to our studies in January it 
it this— :
The roots are alive. At the core of 
Chirst there is a substance and a wis­
dom, in spite of those who have failed 
him in high and low places. There is an 
ethic that endures, and enriches, a 
homely reason that does not fail in 
crisis.
Christ continues. W ith the great 
prophets of East and W est—Sankara, 
the Buddha, Mahomet—he continues, 
offering the heart of all the religions 
of the world: the timeless wisdom of 
doing unto others as we would have 
them do unto us. They speak of free­
dom, its roots in the individual, its 
protection by government, its preserva­
tion by citizens who will fight for it. 
They speak of reverence for life, the 
oneness of the earth, the illusion of 
difference. They mark the futility of 
wars that turn upon victor and van­
quished alike.
They speak to Malenkov as they did 
to Caesar; to Mao and Chiang as they 
did to Genghis Khan; to McCarthy as 
they do to T ito; to the tyrants of left 
or right.
But more timelessly still, they speak 
to the individual heart, giving it power, 
releasing it from the burden of silence.
No, our roots have not died. Nor 
have we. In a world of recuring ty­
rants, ours is still the real revolution. 




QUALITY FOOD -  FRIENDLY SERVICE 
6:30 A.M. — 8:00 P.M. Weekdays 
6:30 A.M.—  8:00 P.M. Sundays
M A IN  STREET
Closed All Day Wednesday 
TEL. 331 DURHAM
C .A . Deputation Trip Goes To Maine Meet
The most recent C A deputation trip 
was taken to the University of Maine 
two weeks ago. There the Rev. Henry 
Hayden was in charge of the Sunday 
morning chapel service, which followed 
with a U N H  group discussion of CA 
problems with the Maine group.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, the CA ad­
visors at the University of Maine, made 
arrangements for the U N H  group con­
cerning meals and dormitory rooms. 
Accompanying Rev. Hayden were Jim 
Perry, Carl Church, Corine Rouillard, 
Jan Heald, and Kay Kennett. Similar 
trips to Piermont, Dover, Gilmanton, 
Whitefield, and Portsm outh have al­
ready taken place this year.
The teams which comprise these de- munity
putations are made up of from three 
to five persons who volunteer their 
services. They have gone on single 
day trips, usually on Sundays, as well 
as on week-end trips. Included on the 
teams are a discussion leader, a speaker 
who gives the main meditation, one 
trained in music and song leadership, 
one trained in social and recreational 
leadership, and usually a foreign stu­
dent, if possible.
The trips are under the co-chairman­
ship of Ann Danforth and Bruce Bunk­
er, and serve essentially two purposes: 
to help train youth for churchmanship 
and Christian witness, and to help the 
local church in its own life in the com-
rfo d l jjew eJ /U fr Q ifjtir
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K in g ’* jfewelry.
" A  Location for Quality Jewelry for Over 70 Years" 




Requires Knowledge of Materials, Machines, and Men
W m  W . K insley, M .S . in M .E ., Penn. State 1949 {left), production supervisor 
in D u Pont textile fiber plant, is introduced to new operator by foreman.
Keeping production rolling in a mod­
ern industrial plant is a job that ap­
peals to  men trained  in m any 
branches of science and engineering. 
If you are looking for opportunities 
in this field, you won’t have to look 
far at Du Pont, where more than 
1,500 members of the technical staff 
are engaged in production supervi­
sion.
To qualify, a man must be able to 
understand both the mechanical and 
chemical phases of production. In 
addition, he should be a good planner 
and, above all, have a knack for work­
ing with others.
Production supervisors are respon­
sible for care of plant facilities, sup­
ply of raw materials, supervision of 
operation and maintenance, cost and 
shipment of finished products, as well
as personnel relations, training and 
safety.
Since Du Pont makes over 1,200 
products and product lines, it can 
offer many opportunities in a wide 
variety of operations to men inter­
ested in production supervision. In 
Du Pont’s Organic Chemicals Depart­
ment, for example, most technical men 
start in plant development groups, 
where they gain a background in both 
the technical and economic aspects 
of manufacture. Those with interests 
and abilities in production may then 
transfer to that field to acquire fur­
ther, and more detailed, experience. 
Advancement leads to jobs as Build­
ing Supervisor, Senior and Chief Su­
pervisors, and Superintendent.
The responsibilities of these super­
visory levels vary, depending upon
G e o rg e  B. B radshaw , Jr., B .S . Ch. E .,
M .I .T ., Asst. Supt., inspects a unit used 
in  ammonia synthesis operation.
the men, the operation, and the prod­
ucts.
For example, in manufacturing 
dyes, up to 50 different operations 
may be carried out. Production and 
maintenance must be carefully 
planned and scheduled so that all 
needs for finished product are met. 
Temperature, pressure, and quality 
of reactants must be carefully con­
trolled to insure that each batch of 
dye will match previous batches ex­
actly.
In making each color, from 6 to 10 
different unit processes may be called 
upon. And, in the course of time, all 
the unit operations known to chemi­
cal engineering come into play. Obvi­
ously, production supervisors have 
excellent opportunities to use and ex­
pand their technical knowledge and 
ingenuity., Equally important, they 
can acquire background and varied 
experience that prepare them for ad­
vancement to responsible positions 
in management and administration.
A SK  FOR "Chemical Engineers at 
DuPont.” N ew  il lu s tr a te d  book le t d e ­
sc ribes in itia l  assig n m en ts, t ra in in g  an d  
p a th s  o f p ro m o tio n . J u s t  sen d  p o st ca rd  
to  E . I .  d u  P o n t  de N em o u rs & C o. 
(In c .) , 2521 N em o u rs B u ild in g , W il­
m in g to n , D e law are . A lso a v a ila b le : 
" D u  P o n t  C o m p an y  a n d  th e  C ollege 
G ra d u a te ”  & "M e c h a n ic a l E n g in eers  
a t  D u  P o n t .”
RES. U.S. PAT.OFF.
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . .  THROUGH CHEMISTRY
W atch “ Cavalcade o f A m e rica,”  on Television
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Winter Carnival Weekend
U N H  And Dartmouth Groups 
Join In Jazz Concert Here
A new innovation in jazz and choral presentation on campus 
will be presented by the Outing Club during W inter Carnival week­
end. A four-group concert will entertain on Thursday, Feb. 11, 1954, 
in New Hampshire Hall following the torch light parade for the 
Queen.
Ron Hill, OC President, asked Buzz Emerson, one of the lead­
ing campus musicians, to come up with something novel on the jazz 
scene.
The Concert will feature our own 
Salamanders and Wildcats; Dartmouth’s 
Injuneers, a choral group; and the Sul­
tans, another Jazz group.
Buzz reported that he searched through­
out New England colleges for new talent 
and he believes that these two groups are 
the best to be found. .The Injuneers are 
composed of eight students and an ac­
companist. They use all original arrange­
ments and are considered one of the lead­
ing singing groups in collegiate circles.
The Sultans are a group of five stu­
dents at Dartmouth. Buz said they “spec­
ialized in real swinging jazz and some 
wonderfully subtle modern jazz in the 
Gerry Mulligan, Stan Getz idiom.’’
Joe Copp and his Salamanders are sure 
to provide their usual fine performance 
with their renditions of familiar songs. 
The Salamanders, as have the Sultans 
and Injuneers, have appeared . on tele­
vision, and throughout New England.
Newmanites Honor 
U S  Senator Bridges
Senator Styles Bridges, U. S. senior 
senator from New Hampshire, presi­
dent protem of the senate, and chair­
man of the senate committee on appro­
priations, was guest of the Newman 
Club at their annual Communion 
Breakfast on Sunday, Dec. 13.
Also honored at the breakfast were 
President Robert F. Chandler Jr., and 
Stanley Burns, a former trustee of 
the University. O ther guests included* 
John T. Holden, chairman of the de­
partm ent of government, Dean and 
Mrs. H erbert Moss, Father W halen of 
Rochester, Father Connor of Dover, 
and Gus Gilman, secretary to Senator 
Bridges.
Senator Bridges’ speech concerned 
foreign policy in which his comment 
was that at present it is a rather piece­
meal type of policy, sometimes weak, 
sometimes strong. He also discussed 
the Italian peace treaty and aid to 
Greece and Turkey.
There were some 300 people in at­
tendance at the annual breakfast. John 
P. Driscoll, president of Newman Club 
was toastmaster, Patrice Gonyer of 
Portsm outh was soloist.
Preceeding the_ breakfast, Father J. 
Desmond O ’Connor officiated at a high 
mass and communion; the Newman 
Club provided the music.
Frank A . Thompson & Son
71-75 Broadway Dover, N.H. 
Telephone 443
DESOTO -  PLYMOUTH  
Sales Service
Better Used Cars 
Automobiles Since 1917 
BLUE SU N O C O  GASOLINE
The Christmas spirit will be in evi­
dence everywhere within the Notch on 
Friday, Dec. 18, when the Student 
Union holds its annual Christmas 
Dance. The dance will be held from 
8-12 p.m., with the music being pro­
vided by Johnny Howe and orchestra.
Features of the dance will be an 
intermission program of Christmas 
songs by the Salamanders, and two 
members of the cast of the SU Revue 
of ’53, Pauline Carrier and Jim Dow- 
aliby.
Refreshments will be served during 
intermission, and will be in keeping 
with the holiday tradition with wassail 
bowls and popcorn balls. Refreshments 
are being planned by Nancy Evans and' 
Barbara Shaw.
The hall of the Notch will be illu­
minated with soft lights playing on 
sillouettes of the Nativity. Stars and 
angels will appear in the skies, and a 
Christmas tree.
The dance has been planned by the 
joint efforts of the Social Recreation 
committee and Club Service Commitete 
of the Union, with decorations under 
the ^Erection of Pat Hikel and Helen 
Delaney. Lighting effects will be a r­
ranged by Bob Paul and Tony Smith. 
Admission is free.
(r-
FREE INSPECTION, FULL 
GUARANTEE AND QUALITY 
REPLACEMENT PARTS!
IMPORTANT! We use ONLY 
Genuine BULOVA Factory Parts in 
Servicing BULOVA Watches!
Stop in TODAY at
PAUL’S JEWELRY
390 Central Ave. Dover, N. H.
Campus Christmas Observed 
By Various Religious Clubs
The campus religious organizations 
are active this week presenting their 
Christmas season programs. W ith an­
nual observances and special programs, 
the various groups are observing the 
holiday season for campus and friends.
The CA members went caroling a- 
round the dormitories and town a week 
ago, this is fast becoming a tradition 
with that group. Special chapel ser­
vices as well as cooperation with the 
Community Church services have fig­
ured in the CA annual Christmas acti­
vity.
Canterbury Club members presented 
a special choir sing at their service 
on Sunday. In the evening a group 
traveled to Portsm outh to hear a pre­
sentation of Handel’s Messiah.
Tonight after the Christmas Con­
cert, Newman Club members will go 
caroling on campus. This is a new 
feature of Newman Club’s Christmas 
festivities.
You may be the world’s best driver — 
but what about the other fellow?
New Danforth Grants 
Available For Study
The Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, 
Missouri, is now accepting applications 
from college seniors and recent grad­
uates who are interested in graduate work 
in preparation for college teaching. The 
Foundation is especially interested in 
those students who majored in the natural 
or social sciences, or the humanities.
Dean Blewett has been named by Presi­
dent Robert F. Chandler Jr. to make the 
final selection of candidates. Qualifications 
desired are a record of superior intellect­
ual record in college, a record of health 
and emotional stability, an outstanding 
personality and concern for people that 
is essential for successful teaching, and 
a deep religious perspective. In regard 
to the latter, the Foundation is interested 
in students who are seriously examining 
their own religious life, and are seeking 
a maturing faith and social outreach.
Students wishing further information 
should contact Dean Blewett.
Phi Upsilon Omicron, honorary 
home economics society, recently ini­
tiated into its membership two seniors: 






EXCELLENT FOOD -  MUSIC
/.
Serving from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
All You Can Eat For $2.00 
Reservations Desirable —  Call 2127
lke.VemcL I'm most [Moudofi-
